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We report observation of a new high performance regime in discharges in the National Spherical Torus

Experiment, where the H mode edge ‘‘pedestal’’ temperature doubles and the energy confinement

increases by 50%. The spontaneous transition is triggered by a large edge-localized mode, either natural

or externally triggered by 3D fields. The transport barrier grows inward from the edge, with a doubling of

both the pedestal pressure width and the spatial extent of steep radial electric field shear. The dynamics

suggest that 3D fields could be applied to reduce edge transport in fusion devices.
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Spherical tokamaks (ST) have been proposed as the base
design for a component test facility [1], which is needed for
component qualification in the path of fusion energy devel-
opment. STs seem naturally attractive for that mission
because of their compactness, which can lead to a high
power density, high fluence system. Attractive operating
points require relatively high projected energy confinement
�E, e.g., as high 1.8 times the value predicted by the
commonly used ITER H98y2 multimachine scaling law
[2] for high confinement (H) mode discharges, �E

H98y2.
Unfortunately, the �E=�E

H98y2 typically obtained in spheri-
cal tokamaks with boron wall coatings is more typically
0.8–1.0, albeit with different dependences than the
ITER H98y2 scaling [3]. The recent deployment of lithium
wall coatings has helped [4–6] by increasing �E=�E

H98y2 up
to 1:1–1:2 times the value for the H98y2 scaling, but still
short of the desired value for future STs. We note that this
problem is not specific to spherical tokamaks, i.e., higher
aspect ratio tokamaks rarely achieve �E=�E

H98y > 1:2, and
in those cases, the high confinement phase is often tran-
sient. In general, improving the �E has merit for nearly all
fusion concept designs, provided the scenarios do not
introduce other problematic instabilities or excessive con-
finement of the helium ash and/or impurities.

Recently, a spontaneous transition in H mode discharges
that results in a �50% increase in �E was observed in the
National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [7]. This in-
crease is in addition to the 40%–50% �E improvement pro-
vided by ELM-free lithium operation [8]. The improve-
ment in �E is caused by a marked increase in the edge pede-
stal electron and ion temperatures (Te, Ti), as well as a sub-
stantial broadening of the H-mode pedestal width, which
we refer to as the ‘‘enhanced pedestal’’ (EP) H mode.

The EP H-mode phase is triggered following certain
large edge-localized modes (ELMs), either naturally oc-

curring, or those induced by applied 3D fields [9]. The
increase in the pedestal Te, Ti leads to a high pedestal
pressure and relatively low pressure peaking factor, which
increases the stability limit to resistive wall modes [10,11].
Furthermore, the wider pedestals lead to high edge boot-
strap currents, low inductive flux consumption, and corre-
spondingly high noninductive fraction. While short EP H
mode phases were observed [12] several years ago in
NSTX, this Letter documents the first relatively long-lived
EP H mode phases with durations up to 3�E, which raises
the prospect of developing them as attractive targets for
integrated scenarios in spherical tokamaks.
In the remainder of this Letter, we describe the charac-

teristics of the EP H mode, quantify the change in momen-
tum and thermal transport rates, and document the change
in the spatial structure of the radial electric field, Er, and its
shear. Two different ways to access EP H mode are de-
scribed, both of which require an ELM trigger and result in
comparably enhanced pedestals, demonstrating that this is
indeed a self-organized state, i.e., more than a pathological
curiosity. The features of EP Hmode that make it attractive
for integrated scenarios are then discussed. We subse-
quently compare and contrast EP H mode from other
high confinement modes (in particular very high confine-
ment or VH-mode [13]), and conclude by describing the
prospect of local rotation control and confinement en-
hancement with applied nonaxisymmetric fields in
tokamaks.
Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of an ordinary H

mode that undergoes a spontaneous ELM-triggered tran-
sition to an EP H mode. The neutral beam injected (NBI)
power is typically ramped during the plasma current (Ip)

ramp to reduce volt-second consumption and force an L-H
transition in NSTX, in this case at �0:157 sec. Just before
Ip flat-top, the NBI was reduced from 5 to 3 MW to avoid
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exceeding magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) limits. The natu-
rally occurring ELM at t ¼ 0:565 sec triggered an EP H
mode phase that lasted from 0.57–0.88 sec. During the EP
H-mode phase, the line-average density ramp rate de-
creased slightly, while the stored energy, �E, and
�E=�E

H98y2 increased by �50%. The EP H mode is ex-
clusively an ELM-free regime, indicated by the quiescence
in D�. The terminating event for this EP H-mode phase is
difficult to conclusively identify because of saturation of
soft x-ray data; it may have been either an edge mode (i.e.,
resistive wall mode [14]) or a core mode (e.g., a giant
sawtooth, as the central safety factor had dropped below
unity by �0:67 sec).

The edge Te and Ti pedestal values and their gradients
increased substantially during the EP H mode, with a
modest reduction in the edge ne gradient (Fig. 2). The
increase in the toroidal rotation (v� or Vtor) and its shear,

and also the dip in the v� near the separatrix is also

evident. Note that the spatial extent of the Ti profile data
from charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy [15]
can vary, because the signal levels are low in the edge
plasma within a few cm of the magnetic separatrix. This
effect is especially prevalent in ELM-free discharges with
lithium coatings; thus, time slices with particularly good
spatial extent were chosen for display, although the fits
from multiple profiles confirm the profile modifications.

The increase in the stored energy, �E, and the edge v� is

reflected by a reduction in the inferred single-fluid cross-

field transport thermal diffusivity, �e, and the momentum
diffusivity, ��, obtained from TRANSP modeling [16].

Figure 3 shows that the most substantial reduction of
�50% for both diffusivities is observed in the outer region
where the normalized poloidal flux c N > 0:5.
Figure 4 shows that the edge profile modification during

EP H mode results in a substantial difference in Er and its
shear. The Er is computed from the lowest order radial
force balance equation: for a given species: Er ¼ v� B�
dp=dr. In practice Er is evaluated for the C6þ ion: Er ¼
v�B� � v�B� � dpi=dr, whereB� is the polodial field, v�

is the poloidal rotation, and dpi=dr is the ion radial pres-
sure gradient. The region of significant pressure gradient
contribution to the Er is extended from R-Rsep � �2 cm

dip in the H mode phase to R-Rsep � �6 cm in the EP H-

mode phase. The v� term, which opposes the dp=dr term,

has a dip near the separatrix that reflects the edge v�

reduction in the EP H mode shown in Fig. 2(d). On the
other hand, the v� term increased around R-Rsep �
�2:5 cm, leading to a larger spatial region of sheared
flow. The end result is a large region of high Er shear,
which doubles in extent from R-Rsep � �3 cm dip in the

H-mode phase to R-Rsep � �6 cm in the EP H-mode

phase. Note that in both cases the contribution of the v�

term is negligible, as previously observed in H mode [17].
We have observed two different profile evolutions fol-

lowing the ELM trigger, both of which lead to comparably
enhanced pedestal temperatures. In the first case, the edge
temperatures first improve in a spatial region from 5 to
15 cm inside of the separatrix, which then spreads both
inwards to the core and outwards to the top of the pedestal.

H-mode 
EP H-mode  

(a)           (b) 

(c)           (d) 

FIG. 2 (color). Profile comparison of ne, Te, Ti, and v�

between EP H mode and standard H mode. The symbols are
obtained from individual profiles, while the dashed lines repre-
sent the best fits from multiple profiles. The separatrix positions
from equilibrium reconstructions for the standard and EP H-
mode phases are R ¼ 1:418 m and R ¼ 1:426 m respectively.
Note the substantially higher Te and Ti, and large shear in v�

during the EP H-mode phase.

FIG. 1 (color online). Time evolution of discharge with tran-
sition to the enhanced pedestal H mode: (a) Ip and NBI power,

PNBI (dashed), (b) line-average density from Thomson, (c) stored
energy WMHD, (d) energy confinement �E, (e) �E, normalized by
ITER98y2 H mode scaling, and (f) divertor D� emission. The H
mode to EP H-mode transition is indicated by an arrow.
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In the second, more common access method, a local drag is
observed on the rotation profile, which correlates with the
center of the formation of the high Ti pedestal, and the
higher temperatures propagate inward. The dynamics pro-
vide additional insight: the drag on the v� gradually in-

creases the radial gradient in the v�, and the enhanced

pedestal Ti correlates with the magnitude of this gradient
[Fig. 4(d)].

The EP H mode will prove to be an attractive target for
integrated scenarios on NSTX, if it can be reliably trig-
gered and extended with feedback. Figure 5 displays sev-
eral relevant parameters from Fig. 1 over an expanded time
base. The normalized plasma pressure �N � 6:5, is
amongst the highest values sustained in NSTX [18]. Here
�N ¼ aBt�t=Ip with a � minor radius, Bt is the torodial

field, and the toroidal beta �t is the magnetic field utiliza-
tion: �t ¼ 4�0WMHD=ð3Bt

2VpÞ, where WMHD is the

plasma stored energy, �0 is the permeability of free space,
and Vp is the plasma volume. The spatial extent of the

pressure gradient region results in a high bootstrap current
and very high poloidal beta value �1:6, where �pol ¼
4�0WMHD=ð3hB�i2VpÞ, the highest measured in NSTX

for this value of Ip. Here hB�i is the average poloidal field
along the separatix. Consequently, the reconstructed sur-
face voltage Vsurf remains close to zero, as does the sole-
noid current, Ioh. Indeed the noninductive fraction fNI of
0.65 is the highest for this value of IP in NSTX. Despite the
high �E and the absence of ELMs, the radiated power
increase during the EP H-mode phase is modest, indeed
less than in typical ELM-free H modes.

The EP H-mode regime described here has similarities
with other high performance regimes, notably the VH
mode in DIII-D [13,19]. Both scenarios are characterized
by very wide H mode pedestals and large spatial regions of
E� B shear, with reduced radiated power fraction as
compared with ELM-free H modes. There are clear differ-
ences, however. First, the EP H mode has a clear triggering
event (the large ELM), whereas the VH mode does not. In
many EP H modes the ELM appears to provide a seed for
an island to drag down the edge rotation; the transport
barrier then grows inward from this point. No such corre-

(a)   
            

(b)   
    

FIG. 3 (color). Comparison of (a) single-fluid cross-field ther-
mal diffusivity �eff and (b) momentum diffusivity �� vs nor-

malized radius, r/a. The bands represent the approximate error
bars.

(a)    
           

(b)    

(c) 

(d) 

      dvφ/dr [106 sec-1] 

FIG. 4 (color). Comparison of components of Er as a function
of distance from the separatrix, R-Rsep for (a) H mode, and

(b) EP H mode. The radial gradient of the Er is compared in
panel (c), and the time evolving v� gradient is compared with

the evolving pedestal Ti for a number of EP H mode discharges
in panel (d). The solid circles are obtained from the steady phase
of the discharge in Fig. 1, and the other symbols are from other
discharges.
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lation has been reported for the VH mode. In addition, the
EP H mode has been maintained for several �E, whereas
the published reports on the VH mode indicate termination
within � one �E. Regarding termination, the EP H mode
remains ELM-free and can be terminated by global modes,
whereas the VH-mode is terminated with an external kink
or giant ELM. Hence EP H mode should be extensible with
appropriate feedback control of the resistive wall mode via
correction coils, and heating power feedback to provide a
safe margin to the ideal wall limit.

In summary, we have observed a dramatic improvement
in edge pedestal temperatures and global energy and mo-
mentum confinement in a class of H mode discharges
physics. These phases of improved confinement are trig-
gered by an ELM, and correlated with a spatially growing
region of large velocity and Er shear. In many of these
discharges, the edge velocity is dragged down within a few
cm of the magnetic separatrix, which precedes the confine-
ment enhancement. The rotation gradient and pedestal
temperature then increase concomitantly. While the main
example shown was from a naturally occurring ELM, large
infrequent ELMs triggered by applied 3D fields [20] have
also recently produced EP H modes. The required torque
profile to reproduce the observed edge drag could be
mimicked with a flexible trim coil set. The concept is not
unprecedented, as demonstrated, e.g., by the triggering of
enhanced confinement with an external magnetic field
perturbation in the TEXTOR device [21].

While our result has special relevance to spherical toka-
maks, it is of general relevance to the magnetic fusion
community. Decades of research in tokamaks and stella-

rators has demonstrated that having a set of closed, nested
flux surfaces usually achieves the best plasma performance
from a fusion perspective. In fact, error field studies have
the goal of maximizing the rotation and momentum con-
finement by applying 3-D fields to cancel out intrinsic error
fields due to unintended coil asymmetries, etc. The highest
confinement in H-mode plasmas is realized, however,
when the rotation gradient and the Er gradient (i.e., E�
B shear) are maximized. Thus, purposeful application of
spatially localized 3D asymmetries to create high toroidal
rotation shear offers the prospect of unprecedented trans-
port control. In the examples discussed here, the 3D field
causing the toroidal rotation drag is a remnant of the
triggering ELM, but it could in principle be replicated
directly with a capable trim coil set. Indeed, the optimal
control of tokamaks [22] may be realized with 3D fields
used, e.g., for confinement enhancement via Er control, as
well as the recent success with ELM suppression [23].
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of other quantities in EP H mode
phase: (a) �N , (b) �pol, (c) reconstructed surface voltage, Vsurf ,

(d) current through ohmic transformer, IOH, (e) noninductive
fraction fNI, and (f) total radiated power, Prad.
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